Essay 18- Religion, transcendence, and the universe story.


The religious/mythological approach has never correctly apprehended the nature of reality and life (the universe story). It was the modern scientific movement, with its rationalist approach, that finally exposed the distortion of traditional mythologies and provided us with a more credible way to understand the universe and life. Unfortunately, the scientific movement has too often ignored the human awareness of transcendence and opted instead for the dogma of meaningless randomness to define existence. This extreme rationalist approach does not properly take into account the fundamental human impulse for meaning and purpose. We need a new approach that respects rationalist concerns but also fully embraces the human consciousness of transcendence.

The Universe Story  

We have enough information from a variety of disciplines to make some fairly solid assumptions about the universe story and the meaning of human existence. From this information it appears that reality (matter, the universe) and life evidence a purposeful movement toward humane existence. The universe evidences more than just mechanical development toward meaninglessness. It has developed toward conscious life that strives toward love.

The universe as we know it apparently began with a chaotic fireball and no basic forces or laws yet operating. As this fireball cooled, order (manifesting cooperation) began to emerge out of the chaos. Several fundamental characteristics of this order also began to express themselves in emerging matter, in the larger structures of the universe and eventually in emerging life. One of the characteristics of this emerging development is the trend toward ever-growing diversity and complexity of organisms (forms) and processes. It is evidence of an organizing principle behind life. Also, the basic trend of this organizing principle toward diversity and complexity is fundamental to freedom. Life is shaped by an impulse toward creativity and the trend toward increasing uniqueness, not conformity. A further characteristic related to this growing diversity would be the presence of creative randomness in all the systems of reality and life. The controlling deities of Western religion do not properly account for this characteristic of randomness and in fact Western religion has fought endless battles with the scientific movement over radically differing views of this particular feature.

 The direction and development of life evidences intelligence, purpose, and meaning. Life is characterized by a progressive process of improvement and the movement toward increasing consciousness and ever more humane existence. The Fall mythology of the Western religions with its orientation to regression and apocalyptic does not properly account for this progressive and advancing trajectory of development. 

I would suggest that this emerging direction of the universe toward the manifestation of order, consciousness, and an increasingly humane existence evidences a fundamental love, goodness or humaneness at the core of all reality. As Bede Griffiths (A New Vision Of Reality) has said, the universe is an outpouring of love. It comes out of love, exists in love, and returns to love.

And from what we now know of the reality that we call the universe, it appears that it has the nature of energy and not energy as traditionally conceived. It appears to be more of the nature of consciousness or mind. This is most fundamental to the nature of reality.

To recap then, the fundamental nature of reality and life exhibits the trends toward ever-growing complexity, diversity, continuous advance and development, emerging and progressing consciousness, healing, abundance, spontaneous creativity and love.

Whatever we make of these features and their origin, any credible view of reality and life must properly account for them. They are background features that shape everything else.

As the universe continued to cool and progressively develop, we find the emergence of structure in matter (the atom), the development of the larger structures of the universe (galaxies and stars), eventually the development of biological life in the form of molecules and cells, and then in the emergence of multi-cellular life forms and their development toward more complexity and diversity. 

Then in one of those critical determining points that would set the direction of all subsequent life, the earliest life forms chose a rudimentary form of predation to procure their nutrients. Instead of absorbing nutrients from their environment, they started to eat the living around them. And in keeping with butterfly theory that small choices or changes in the initial stage of any process or system can lead to radically differing outcomes, predation has resulted in endless misery for life on earth. It developed with a suite of features that would be passed on to all succeeding life forms- aggressive competition for resources, exclusion of outsiders (a band orientation), along with the domination or destruction of the opposing outsider. Animal brains were wired to express these drives.

It is important to distinguish these features of predation from the later emergence of truly humane consciousness and its humane responses which would take some life forms in an entirely different direction from that of animal predation- toward inclusion, cooperation, forgiveness, and service. The emergence of human consciousness has led to a radically different way of life than that inspired by animal drives. Consciousness has inspired people to struggle against their more primitive impulses and overcome them. I would suggest that these two realities- the inhumane and the humane- embody the life-shaping forces at the core of the universe story. And I would add here that the only way to properly account for bad human behavior is in terms of this animal inheritance in human minds.

The mammalian line of life-forms were the first to develop more humane expressions of behavior. Early mammals began to exhibit such things as parental care and group sharing. This included the development of emotions related to such behavior. But more significant advances of a human kind were made in the simian line of life and particularly in early hominid brains. Here we find the earliest emergence and development of a more human brain which was wired with a nervous system that acted to inhibit automatic or instinctual response. This was the foundation of what would become the modern cortex. This inhibitory system of nerves emerged some 4 to 6 million years ago as simians were leaving the trees for life on the ground and it operated to override instinctual predatory response and enable hominids to reflect, reason, and choose. It provided the wiring for the earliest consciousness of more humane reality and response. But a fully human consciousness was still in the future.

This new inhibitory wiring of the proto-cortex inaugurated the great historical struggle of the emerging human spirit against the animal inheritance of brutal drives related to predation. And I would suggest that this is what the adventure of life is all about- conquering the animal in order to live as human. This struggle is the essence of the universe story and more than anything else it defines the meaning of human life. Every person engages this struggle in their own unique manner and environment.

So the adventure or struggle of life is not primarily against other species or individuals but is against a common suite of brutal drives that have been inherited by all life forms. This dark inheritance is the true enemy of all creatures. And this inheritance obligates us to clearly distinguish what it means to be human from that which is animal. 

Throughout the history of humanity much storytelling or mythmaking has expressed our struggle in terms of good versus evil. These religious stories have often emphasized the struggle of humanity as one that is manifest between one group and another- good people versus bad people or insiders versus outsiders. Religious traditions have never apprehended the real nature of our struggle as one against our baser drives and have instead focused energy on the making of endless enemies of those who are outside the religious system (the unbelievers). Western spiritual traditions have even expressed our struggle in terms of believers versus demons or Satan. 

But the struggle of life is not about a battle between differing groups. This is a misplaced sense of opposition that has led to endless division, fighting and misery among people. The real struggle of life is an inner struggle of the human spirit versus an inheritance of animal drives.

As consciousness continued to develop, early humans became more aware of something mysterious behind reality and life- something unseen that sustained all things in existence and gave life to all. Early hominids may have looked at the stars or at the animal life that provided them food and wondered at it all. They may have wondered at the life-giving spirit behind it all.

Now this awareness of a greater sustaining Life or Spirit was not the expression in human minds of some early religious feeling. And in a perfect world the awareness of something greater would have ideally developed into an awareness of something more humane or an awareness of love. This growing sense of something supremely humane would have been best expressed in the common human spirit or goodness of all humanity. It would have perhaps been most helpful if it were understood as manifest in the human spirit, human life, and a common movement among all people toward more humane treatment of one another.  

Unfortunately, the animal inheritance in human mentality took this common awareness of some greater spiritual reality and perverted it in the ongoing animal effort to dominate and control. Human awareness of the spiritual was then oriented toward dominating elites, their special insights, magic and ceremony.  This early endeavor to employ the emerging human sense of the spiritual or transcendent in order to dominate others, appears to have been the first expression of what we know today as the social practice of religion. 

So in order to properly understand the emergence and development of religion it is important to note that developing human life and mentality are influenced by two distinct forces- the emerging human spirit (expressed in human consciousness as related to the developing cortex) and a residual inheritance in human mentality of dark drives related to predation. These two mutually exclusive forces- darkness and light or good and evil, if you will- operate to shape human life and behavior. 

The evolving human brain- though very complex and overlapping in its functions and operations- actually expresses this division between the human and the animal. There is a primitive neural system (reptilian brain) from where the more destructive drives emote and a more advanced neural system from where the more human emotions, reasoning, and impulses originate.

Rush Dozier (Why We Hate) has presented some helpful information regarding the ancient reptilian brain or primitive neural system and how it interacts with the more advanced cortex to create systems of meaning to validate the expression of primitive drives. This ancient brain becomes emotionally attached to these systems of meaning (feels they are essential to survival) and will violently react to any challenge of the system. It was this primitive neural system that long ago employed the emerging human awareness of some greater reality in order to dominate others.

In light of this information I would argue then that the earliest religious expression in human society was not an expression of the human spirit taking steps toward more humane response or existence. Instead, it was an expression of the dark predatory drive to dominate others. This marks the historical origin of religion. John Pfeiffer presents valuable information regarding this in his book ‘Explosion: an inquiry into the origins of art and religion’. Apparently, early people (some 30,000 years ago) concluded from their awareness of a greater mysterious reality that life continued beyond death. Some of these people then began to claim special insight or knowledge of the unseen realms. Such claims gave these ‘shaman’ special status or power. Their claim to special insight was the inauguration of an emerging elite class in early human society. This movement toward special status for some may have occurred in conjunction with the emergence of band leaders who were stepping forward to coordinate more complex communities that were engaging in more complex activities such as large hunts. These leaders needed systems of ideas to help establish their authority over others. Some may have used the growing awareness of an invisible realm to enhance their personal status. The enhanced status of this early ruling group is evident in the more elaborate burial goods found in their graves. Whatever the case, this emerging leadership was the first known division in early human societies- that of a more powerful elite that acted to control lower status band members. And it appears this elite employed the growing awareness of the spiritual realm to subjugate others.

These shaman also employed cave ceremonies and cave art to intimidate, indoctrinate, and subjugate followers. The art was apparently used as a form of magic. It has been discovered that it was created to give the appearance of movement in the dark (anamorphic). These cave ceremonies marked the historical beginning of formal religious ceremony and ritual. This earliest religious expression was later formalized in the temple form and ceremony of the first states. “The temple, embellished by art and a ritual theatre, was an enlargement and formalization of the hunter’s shrines and sanctuaries” (Jacquetta Hawkes, ‘The First Great Civilizations’, p.9).

There are several interesting things to note in regard to the emerging shaman or leaders. Their claim to magical powers and special insights eventually led to their being regarded as godlike. Later, emerging states continued this trend of divinizing shaman by regarding their priests/kings as godlings and then eventually as full fledged gods (Egyptian pharaohs were a combination of priest/king/god). Kingship, with its ritual and authority, simply continued the elite struggle for domination that had begun with the first shaman. Jacquetta Hawkes has argued that this struggle for domination was the driving force behind state formation. And it was a religious struggle. It was the manifestation of a primal drive that found expression in building grand religious monuments (temples). This religious drive led to the organization of larger populations in order to produce and accumulate the wealth needed to build such monuments.  

So the earliest ideas of divinity originated with and were defined by this elite class of shaman. The gods came to be regarded as a special and more powerful elite. They controlled lesser creatures. From the very beginning, then, deity was associated with elite domination and control and eventually solely with male domination. These early perceptions of divinity formed the template for all subsequent understanding of God and the spiritual realm.

Further, it ought to be noted here that this early religious expression led to people viewing the spiritual realm in terms of personal spirits/gods. These gods existed as masters that controlled people. They were individuals who could act and intervene to reward or punish subjects. In these developments we find that early people were moving away from a sense of mystery at reality and life toward a gross personification of the spiritual in human terms. And early peoples often projected the very worst features onto their personified gods. They were abandoning the earlier perception of transcendence as present everywhere, sustaining all life. Also, with the projection of numerous barbaric features onto those early deities, our ancestors were making it difficult for succeeding generations to recognize that transcendence was manifest in all consciousness and decency.

But to return to my above point on elite domination, if contemporary understanding of the spiritual, God, and religion was formed in those early endeavors of shaman to elevate themselves and control others, then our perception of the spiritual needs radical re-evaluation. It appears that the human sense of transcendence was shaped in relation to the emergence of an elite class of rulers. The earliest awareness of spiritual reality was then formed in terms of a special elite, authority over common humanity, and power. God and the spiritual came to be viewed as above (later located in the cosmos and the hierarchical order perceived there), elite, powerful, and controlling. These early views of God embodied nothing more than the basest features of animal reality. And this was the earliest expression of religion in human society.

By relating the spiritual or transcendence to something invisible and above, instead of relating it to the material realm, early people thereby missed an opportunity to relate the spiritual to humanity, reason and love. This disconnect of transcendence from the material and the human, led people to project all sorts of dark impulses and emotions onto the spiritual and then employ those projections to validate inhumanity toward others.

There is only one safe and humane location for the human awareness of transcendence and that is in humanity or more specifically in human relating and human decency. And I would add that transcendence is more properly perceived as humane when it is located in that which is mundane, ordinary, common and democratic about human existence.

This perception of God in the mundane counters the traditional religious emphasis on God in the special. Transcendence known in the ordinary has a long history and more recently correlates to the modern emergence of secularism. But this endeavor to relocate transcendence in the mundane arena of secular life has not properly connected the transcendent to the humane and consequently we have the brutality often committed by the modern secular spirit. 

To counter this I would suggest that God is not just in the mundane but in the humane mundane. When we disconnect the spiritual from the humane then we too readily fall prey to those dark, irrational drives just beneath the surface of human consciousness.

Over time people continued to add other features to define their perception of the spiritual. The gods punished and rewarded. This may have arisen out of the sense of anger that appeared to be behind the destructive forces of nature. Such forces were viewed as expressions of divinities. Also, because they were often destructive, it was therefore believed that the gods must be angry. And some innovative mind along the way reasoned that the angry gods could be appeased by blood sacrifice. This was related to the idea of life coming from death. 

Later ideas of separation from the spirit world would lead to the belief in separation from the gods. The gods came to be viewed as pure spirits that would not endure contamination by contact with defiled humanity (taboo breakers). They were then removed from earth to special abodes safe in the heavens. The transcendent was thereby located in pure super spirits that existed above and at a distance from humanity. Out of this perception of divinity as pure there developed complex religious systems that delineated the division between pure/impure, clean/unclean, or holy/unholy. This would lead religious people to make endless divisions and barriers between themselves and the rest of the human family.

All the above features would find their ultimate expression in the Fall/salvation mythology of Western religions. This mythology posited a perfect paradise that was corrupted by disobedient humans, the subsequent regression of life from the original pristine state, the development of a dualism between true believers who recovered the true religion and outsiders, crusades to convert or conquer and subjugate the outsiders, a coming day of destruction of the defiled world in order to restore the original paradise, and a future punishment of all those who refused to convert to the true religion. These Fall themes became fundamental to defining spirituality and God.

But along with the projection of these primitive features onto gods, an emerging understanding of humane reality and response also continued to emerge and develop. This eventually led some people to project more humane features onto their king/gods (the early Sumerians and Egyptians are notable here- see Jacquetta Hawkes’ ‘The First Great Civilizations’). But the projection of more humane features onto already quite brutal divinities resulted in a confusing and contradictory mixing and merging of the human with the animal. This mixing together of two exclusive realities in what is known as the religious spirit has tended to confuse the human spirit with our animal inheritance.

In response, I would argue that the human spirit (as the locus of transcendence in the universe) has nothing to do with the religious spirit or impulse. The human spirit is something entirely different from the residual drives of our animal mentality. It is oriented to humane reality and existence- to freedom, equality, forgiveness, and service. It employs the conscious awareness of a greater humane reality to inspire the endeavor to create a more humane existence on earth. 

On the other hand, since the beginning, the religious spirit has more commonly manifested itself in terms of the most primitive drives and responses. Historical religion has generally been about such things as a clan orientation, exclusion, elite or insider status over outsiders, the division of humanity into opposing groups, control, and punishment or destruction of the outsider- all features of the earliest religious expression and much subsequent religious institution. Religion is a spirit and movement that has long embodied the most primitive of animal drives. It has been about control or manipulation of even the spirit realm and the development of barbaric systems of placation or salvation. It has long been oriented to employing the sense of a mysterious Other to validate the basest drives. And it has been a huge money making venture that was the economic engine of the first states in Mesopotamia. 

Further, religion has rarely liberated people to live here and now, but has more often focused human energy on the tortuous endeavor to find the lost way to remote sky gods (as well as initiating people into esoteric religious systems deemed necessary to please these invisible gods). This search for the unseen has distracted people from fully engaging and enjoying life in the present. And it has also led to the endless brutality that arises from devotion to invisible gods. Such devotion has always superceded and supplanted concern for humanity.

Religion also has a sorry record of misrepresenting the fundamental nature of the universe and life. With its views of anger and hostility in deity, Western religion has never properly expressed the humane nature of the invisible reality that sustains all in existence. It has fashioned these ideas of hostility and aggression into dominating males much like the Alpha males of animal bands. These patriarchs were then employed to validate the brutal campaigns of subjugation and destruction that marked early state formation. Also, with their views of Fall and Apocalyptic, Western religions have never properly expressed the trajectory of life as rising, improving, and ever-advancing.

The human spirit, in its reflection of the Transcendent, is not in any manner a religious thing oriented to religious expression or to the special and elite (the sacred or exalted). It is expressed in things common, ordinary, mundane, and profane. It is manifest in all the good that we see in humanity- whether in art, dance, song, play, business, work, love, forgiveness and whatever else triumphs over animal response to create something better for all life. 

Further, the human spirit is not expressed in division and opposition to others. The only enemy of the human spirit is an animal inheritance. Religion has missed this fundamental struggle of life with its creation of endless enemies out of those who are outside the religious system.

There are two powerful forces acting on human minds to shape society and culture- an inherited suite of brutal drives that deviously employs human consciousness and the human impulse for meaning in order to create systems of belief that validate the expression of inhumanity. Fortunately, the human spirit, with its consciousness of humane reality, enables people to counter and inhibit these primitive drives in order to choose more humane response. 

Through the past 30,000 years, our animal inheritance has been devilishly smart at employing religious mythology for validating ideals. Only recently in history has humanity begun a broad movement away from these systems of irrational mythology. However, despite this shift, the core ideas of our newer scientific systems of thought continue to exhibit themes similar to those of the primitive mythologies. Punishment for failure is a prime example here.

Rush Dozier (Why We Hate) has made some interesting suggestions as to how we can continue to encourage the development of the human cortex and inhibit the impulses of the primitive animal brain. He argues for the promotion of humanizing social ideas in new systems of meaning. The oneness of all humanity is one such idea (now well established through research on human origins). 

Scientific discovery supports this endeavor to humanize our social ideals with such things as the discovery that the human family has a common origin and descent. It is one unified family. Isolating ethnicities or narrowly focused nationalisms do not properly represent this basic unity of humanity.

Other fundamental human ideals such as forgiveness, mutual cooperation, diversity, and creative uniqueness all operate to counter the mindless subservience and conformity of animal-like existence.

Religious people repeatedly express concern over the apparent loss of God in modern life. Many people have chosen a more secular orientation and now find their sense of transcendence in nature or the mundane reality of modern existence. Is there any possibility of these two divergent ideologies finding areas of mutual convergence? I would suggest that both ideologies can find a profound sense of meaning in human existence, even though they may view the spirit behind this humanity differently. For the religious person the human spirit brings the presence of God into life. When people love, there God is manifest. The New Testament also advocates this view of transcendence known in human love (I John 3:17). 

But for the secular minded person, the human spirit need not be viewed in terms of divinity or God. It may be viewed in an entirely material or secular manner and still acknowledge the primacy of love. Both secularists and religious people share a common concern for love, decency and other humane values. In these shared concerns they exhibit the same common human spirit. It is the great tragedy of human history that residual ideas from a brutal past have often been given precedence over love and turned people away from the primacy of love to focus on more peripheral concerns and this has encouraged the primitive drives to separate, exclude, and punish to manifest themselves in enmity, opposition and violent destruction. It is time for the human race to move beyond such infantile opposition and conflict.

There is no divine imperative to remember transcendence in terms of a super spirit in the heavens- a separated person who demands the establishment of a relationship, worship, and constant remembrance via religious ritual and practice. Engaging relationship with others and endeavoring to better life for all, is the ultimate manifestation of transcendence in the universe.

The universe story is primarily about the emergence of the conscious human spirit and its struggle to create something better; to move toward a more humane future. The religions of the world have not recognized or communicated the essential themes of this story. They have not helped us to understand that transcendence or the sustaining reality of the universe is manifest in emerging humanity, human consciousness and the human spirit. They have not helped us to grasp that the universe and emerging life in the universe is about a struggle to overcome an animal past in order to create a more humane future for all. Historically, the religious/mythological approach, with its fall/salvation orientation, has focused human concern on the cosmic struggle of good versus evil, sin, the loss of  paradise and the regression of life, finding ways of salvation, apocalyptic, and future restoration. These themes have profoundly distorted the universe story as a rising trajectory of life characterized by gradual emergence and ever-improving progression. 

The issue before humanity is not that of reforming religion in order for it to more properly express our developing understanding of the universe. The great issue facing humanity is that of understanding transcendence/God in terms of the universe story. Central to this endeavor is to recognize what it means to be truly human. 
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